
WOMEN EMPOWERMENT IN PAKISTAN 
 

 

West always raise fingers on suppressed women rights in Pakistan but before discussing 
whether women have the rights or not in Pakistan we should first understand that what 
actually the rights of women are. 
 

DEFINITION. 
 
The term women right refers to freedoms and entitlements of women and girls of all 
ages. These rights may or may not be institutionalized… 

 
Pakistan is an Islamic society in which most of the practices are according to Islamic 
teaching and Islam has given equal rights to both men and women, whether it’s property 
or society in the eyes of Islam all humans are equal. 

Islam has given equal right to women in getting education and the most important right 
that Islam has given to women is that the women can not get married without asking her 
will and consent. 
 

Unfortunately in Pakistani society where we call ourselves Muslims but we are the one 
who are far away from Islamic teaching. Orally we all can say that we are Muslim but 
practically we are living our lives with out practicing Islamic teaching. If we want to 

discusses the rights of women in Pakistani society than it is divided into two categories. 
 
 

URBAN WOMEN 

RURAL WOMEN 
 
WOMEN IN URBAN SOCIETY OF PAKISTAN 
 

In 21st century women in urban society of Pakistan carries all rights, majority of women 
are getting education, working in different field of there interest side by side with men. 
Women in Pakistan are now working on the post of CEO’S, GT pilot, high post in Banks, 
doctors, engineer and what not women are free to go in any field now and complete her 

dream without any fear. 
 
Urban side of Pakistani is not anymore backward, urban areas women are said to be 
called the super women they are not behind men in performing their responsibilities. 

Urbanization contribute much in adopting change in Pakistani society and with change the 
most important thing that happened is change in mind set of parents who previously 
considered their daughters as burdens but now its not like that anymore and due to 
parents encouragement and support women are working side by side with men and 

sharing the burden of society as equal partner. 
 
Trend of early marriages is changing due to alteration in parents’ mindset. Now parents 
give their daughters the chance to live their life with freedom but in limits and in my 

point of view limit are very important for protecting the values and norms of our society. 
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Young girls in urban areas of Pakistan have passion to do something in their lives, to make 
their own identity stand on their own feet’s and do not becomeburden on parents after 

completing education. Most of the girls are working in different fields and trend is 
changing that girl can only adopt the profession of medicine is not any more. 
Urban women are enjoying their rights although they have to face difficulties in work 
places, buses and from some conservative mindset people but all women are ready to 

cross all obstacles coming in there way of success and they all count these difficulties as 
minor problems. Women of urban areas do not think that what others are saying for them 
and they are on their way to success. 
 

The rising inflation contributes much in women empowerment and now women are 
working to support their families in this time of inflation. It is not the time that one 
person can earn the bread for the whole family and remain dependent but now women 
are sharing the burden equally with men. In urban areas women are performing all duties 

with full responsibility and now society starts giving credit for all the achievement today 
women are doing. Pakistani working women try to balance between work and her family. 
 
Because family is Allah blessing and to unite the family and look after for its need is the 

responsibility of women and because of them only family system in Pakistan is much 
stronger. In my point of view Pakistani women should be the best example for others that 
how to maintain balance between work and family which is necessary for making 
healthier and organized society. 

 
WOMEN IN RURAL SOCIETY OF PAKISTAN 
 
Pakistan rural areas are in hold of so called Zamindar, Jagirdars, Feudal lords who 

suppressed the rights of women and considered them as their property. Rural women are 
working in fields along with men and doing all household work but despite of all the 
sacrifices and contribution she carries no right and has no share in anything and her life 
remain property of men who are dominant member of society. 

 
Women in rural areas of Pakistan are in worst condition may be there are 10 percent of 
women enjoying their rights but I am talking about remaining 80 percent of women those 
rights have been suppressed sometime on name of prestige, her life have been sacrificed 

on the name of honor killing and other illegal customs which have no place in Islamic 
teaching and are man made rules for women and make their life like hell. These women 
have no education nothing they are fully dependents on their men and this is the reason 
that they can not raise their voice against any injustice done with them and if they will 

be educated than they can say no to the violence and cruelty done with them on the 
name of so called manhood. 
 
Rural men think that if they do not suppressed the rights of women and hold their lives in 

their hands than how they can say themselves that we are MENand he has all the right to 
crushed the rights of women under her feet because women has given the right to them 
to do injustice with them because they feed them and give shelter for living. May be 
some of my readers will be against me that it is not true and if it is wrong than what 

about the case of Mukhtara Mai she was gang raped, Tasleem Sulangi and all such 
thousands of women killed on the name of honor are buried in Kari Graveyard built to 
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give lesson to other women that not to think about living life according to your own will, 
and never raise voice in front of men for your rights and if some one did so than this Kari 

Graveyard will be your final destination. 
 
Whatever Taliban government was doing with women of Rural areas were totally against 
Islamic teaching because Islam have given all rights to women and such illiterate people 

who want to dominate are using the name of Islam for fulfilling their evil designs. 
 
Islam is such a religion in which women respect is so important that it can be proved from 
the saying of Prophet Muhammad that “PARADISE LIES UNDER MOTHER FEET” Lastly I can 

only say that women respect is necessary from every aspect and they should be given 
equal rights whether it’s Pakistani society or western. West instead of raising finger on 
violated rights of women in Pakistan should contribute its share in raising the standard of 
living of rural women built schools for them so that they all get education, vocational 

training should be established which can groom the inner abilities and provide the 
opportunities of earning to women of rural areas. In my point of view lack of earning 
opportunities and education is the main cause of violation of women rights. If women will 
be empowered then next coming generation will be educated and women can feel secure 

and can raise their voice against their rights without hesitation and fear. 
 
So this proves that women empowerment is very important for the progress of a country 
and nation. 
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